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T/e fijteenth letter of the alphabet: called ;G: it
is one of the letters termed i;~j [or vocal, i. e.
pronounced with the voice, and not with the
breath only]; (TA;) and of the letters termed

^5, ('Eyn, Mgh, TA,) from I,I, which is
the place of the opening of the mouth: ('Eyn,
Mgh, TA on the letter t:) its place of utterance

is from the extremity of the tongue [extended so
u to reoach] to the part next to the [lateral teeth
called] 1bl!;3 and it is more usually pronounced
from the left side than from the right: the vulgar
[sometimes] pronounce it as u., making its place
of utterance to be between the extremity of the
tongue and the central incisors, which pronun-
ciation is peculiar to a dialect, as mentioned by
Fr on the authority of El-Fa4l: he says [also]
that.ome of the Arabs substitute it for ,L, saying
,j forl4; but that the doing thus, though allow-

able in speech, is not allowable in the reciting of the
Book of God, which follows the rule, or usage, of
the Prophet: (M;b in art. .vy ) or its place of
utterance is from the foremost part of the edge of
the tongue and the part next to the .l ; and it
has ,no sister [or analogue] accord. to Sb; but
accord. to the 'Eyn, it is a sister of and ., and
these three letters are termed %p [or gingival],
because proceeding from the gum; the substitution
of any of these, however, for another of them,
vitiates prayers: (Mgh:) it is of the class termed
°;- J1 .Jj;.J1: (L in art. .. b :) and is a letter
peculiar to the Arabs, (L and ]C in that art.,)
accord. to the general and correct opinion; (TA
in that art.;) [whence the saying of Mohammad,
·LIt jW :; H~ 1 il a the most chae in

speech of tho ho have pronounced t!w letter ddd;
i.e., of the Arabs, agreeably with another saying,
ascribed to him, mentioned voce J';] or it is
a letter rarely occurring in the language of
any other people. (L in that art.)... It is always
a radical letter; and is [said to be] not substituted
for another letter; (L in art. .T,;) [but it is so
substituted in some cases ofatik.l, as, for instance,
for the U of the article JI, and in ' for

a, nd the like; and] it is sometimes sub-

stituted for .w, as in UL.i1 . tor V~, as
Ibn-Oyfoor says, and Ks mentions .,; for
G,: ; (TA;) and also for J, as Ibn-Malik says
in the Te-heel, an instance of which is *,A .J.
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for ,jq., mentioned by J; (MF, TA;) and
sometimes it is changed into J, as in the instance
of &i! for .(S and L &c. in art. ; -.)
L [As a numeral, it denotes Eight hundred.]

see the next paragraph but one, in two
places. - Also The bird called J;..! [q. v.]: (O,
l :) so says ISd: but IDrd doubts its correct-
ness. (TA.)

U' ': see the next paragraph.

o (Sd o. . and t 'n and'

and t , (0, O) and accord. to ISd t L't ,
which is of an extr. measure, (TA,) Origin, root,
race, or stock; syn. J : (s, 0, K:) and the
place in rldich a thing originates; syn. ~:

(s:) hence, in a ; of Aboo-Tilib, JI JCl

--. " o a t ;.i Lf~i
4,d a. J ; ft i. e. [Praise be to God, wvho

made us to be of the offspring of Abraham and of
the seed of Ishmael and] of the stock of Ma'add

[and-of the race of Mu.lar]: and & >
!1L oa1L, occurring in a trad., i. e. Tlre shall
pring from the stock, or race, of this; or, as some

relate it, it is j[,] with the unpointed o,.
which means the same: and you say e ,.& .
and j ,j [An excellent or race]:
(TA:) [see an ex. vocej;p, in art. it: and see also

j.:] or &c. signify multitud, and abun-
dance, o foj~i or breed; (, TA;) whence
the of sheep. (TA.)

L.bt, [in the C1g W*L1 is erroneously put

for :.'(l I,] as also t L! (0, ], TA) and
Usb, (CV,) [which belong to art. j and the
last of which is mentioned in the K in art. ,]
The voices, cries, or sowuts, of men, (AA, O, ],
TA,) in war,orfight. (0, ]g, TA.)

· ;i,: see the next preceding paragraph.

i~.;-~ or ue, (accord. to different copies
of the l,)the former app. the original of the latter,

[which is mentioned in the ] in art. ~., but

in the CI~ there written i. j-,] (TA,) applied
to a man, Crying out, douting or clamoring. (1.)

J.., and eJAL, (?, M, 0, 1,) like pA and

.'j ; «' 0, ,O,,) the latter mentioned by IJ, (M,)
but the former the more usual, (, M,) Calamity,
or mi/fortune: (?,M, 0,]:) [it is said that]
Pij and ,4 are the only instances of the

measure j1: (: ) but accord. to Th, there is
no word of this measure in the language; there
fore, if these two have been heard, they are extr.,
unless, as Ibn-Keydn says, the, be augmentative
[and there is no reason for supposing it to be so as
there is no known unaunmented word from the
root J~.]: (S, 0:) 'j , however, with . ,
has been mentioned in the ~, as having the same
meaning, and is said to be of the dial. of pabbeh,
but not so well known as ,, with , ; and
lB mentions J , meaning [likewise the same,
or] "incubus," or "nightmare :" [but one of
these four instances may be excepted; for] it is
said in the ] [in art. lj] that Sj may be incor-
rect. (TA.)

1. jLa, aor. , inf n. and H, .e dernated
from the right course; or acted uutly, wr
fJUy, injurioudy, or tyrannically; (s;) like

aor. and . (TA.)_ j,

(],) aor. , inf n. jl. and 'jr&, (TA,) [but the
latter is probably a mistake forjL,] U1 e .eprived
him, or defrauded him, of a part, or the oe, of
his right, or dwue: (I :) he ref~ued it to Mm; or
with~ ld it from im: (TA :) like ;11 ;j:, aor.
;*j (S and '* and TA in art. M) and ,

(l and TA in art. j..)

. ee what here follows.

-;;L 3, and t jj, and t , (]
the first mentioned by AZ ($ in art. j) and
IAar, (TA,) and the second by Fr (S ubi supra)
and IAar, (TA,) and the third by Fr, (? ubi
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